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Chairman Stobart called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.

Stobart: had a new member join; Katy Santore resigned; Jim Bohnlein is taking that place; have one alternative at this
point; just a point of clarification; question outstanding from last meeting on the role of alternatives and how they sit
during these meetings; my understanding is if a regular member is not in attendance that’s when the alternative steps
in and votes; Shamp: correct; Stobart: happened at the February 26th meeting; had a member that was off and Rick
Deeds stepped in and voted during that meeting; that’s how that process works.

B. Roll Call

Present 11 – Bohnlein, Carpenter, DeWitt, Donahue, Franklin, Giesecke,
Marion, Obert, Rose, Rush-Ekelberry, Stobart
Absent – Deeds (Alternate)
Also in attendance – Jesse Shamp, Legal Counsel
Amanda Jackson, Finance Director/Clerk

C. Approval of Minutes
i. 3-11-20 Minutes
A motion was made by DeWitt to approve the minutes from the March 11,
2020 meeting, seconded by Carpenter. The motion carried with the following
vote:
Yes 11 – DeWitt, Carpenter, Bohnlein, Donahue, Franklin, Giesecke, Marion,
Obert, Rush-Ekelberry, Stobart

D. Public Comments - Five Minute Limit Per Person
Stobart: No public comments received on the previous meeting or on any of agenda items for today.

E. Legal Counsel Report
iii. Future Meeting Dates
Stobart: To recap, reviewed sections 1, 2, 9, 10, and 12 at the first full meeting on February 26th; didn’t vote to approve
any of those at the time; just committed to the review of that; thought was we’d go ahead and review sections 3 and 4
today; doesn’t mean we have to finalize any changes on them; just start the discussion; probably 5 we will start raising
issues on as well; will leave us 3 other sections to review during the remainder of the year; originally we had scheduled
to get 7 sections completed within 5 meetings; still have 6 sections left to review; do Wednesdays work for Charter
members; Group: Yes; Stobart: I’m out next week so if we have it, Marilyn will you be available to Chair; Rush-Ekelberry:
Yes; Marion: when can we go back on the ballot; in the spring?; Shamp: can go on the ballot at any time; Council can
set its own election for it; ideally we’ll end up on the May ballot which the deadline to get to the Board of Elections is
February 3rd; Stobart: We’re charged with wrapping this up by the end of this year; Shamp: correct; spoke with Gene;
think there’s an argument to be made that if we had to drag into next year it would be ok but I think we’d be able to
wrap it up before then; Stobart: couple of outstanding items from last meeting; Jesse, you were going to look at some
alternative language for the emergency resolutions, section 10.1, if it’s something in the next couple of meetings we
can get before we vote on it; Shamp: I have a printout that I meant to email; I was thinking I’d get it out to you before
the next meeting; it’s a memo setting out different options from different cities and then we can wrap it up at the next
meeting; Stobart: I also brought some additional handout materials too to supplement what I knew you’d be providing
on the some of the different forms that these charters take; we have a strong mayor-council structure today; there are
multiple other versions of that; hybrids as well; just wanted to make sure everyone is educated on the options that are
out there; see if anyone has interest in structurally changing anything, if necessary; something for everyone to take a
look at; I have three handouts; I will email them to you Amanda so you have them for the record as well; I also took the
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time to pull 6 other city charters from the Columbus metropolitan area for reference; for me to educate myself over the
last couple of months of what else is out there; happy to share them with any or all of you if you want; pulled Grove
City, Gahanna, Grandview, Groveport, Hilliard, and Upper Arlington; all have varying forms; one or two are consistent
with the City of Canal Winchester; others have strong Council; some have City Administrators or City Managers;
different structures that you can be aware of what those possibilities are; that can be something we can review or just
have for education; Carpenter: so was it determined that we are meeting every Wednesday then?; Stobart: I believe so,
let’s set the calendar specifically at this point; Carpenter: You said we had 6 or 7 sections to go through so I didn’t know
if we were just going to barrel through them or; Stobart: Let’s set the agenda for the next two or three to see what we
can get through; these are going to be the more contentious or the more discussed provisions than these first 5 we
took; 3, 4, and 5 being the ones over the next couple of weeks to discuss; does anyone have any problems on September
23rd or 30th; I know I can’t make the 23rd; Bohnlein: Marilyn, would you have any problem chairing the committee then?;
Rush-Ekelberry: God willing and the creek don’t rise, I’ll be here; Stobart: And then we have October 7th and 14th;
Shamp: I’m out of town the 7th but Gene could certainly cover; just have to check with him; Stobart: sometimes breaks
don’t hurt; I don’t think we have to go all the way out to the end of the year; any objection to taking the 7th off? Group:
No; Stobart: so not on the 7th; so Amanda, right now we are looking at the 23rd, 30th and 14th for the next three
meetings; Jackson (Clerk): ok, and we will plan on those meetings being in this building;

i. Charter Article III – Council
Stobart: Anything else for sections 1, 2, 9, 10, or 12 that anyone had a chance to reflect on and wanted to raise
questions on or discuss today?; Hearing none, moving on to sections 3 and 4; These cover the Powers of the Council and
the Legislative Procedure; obviously as we get educated on the other structures that are out there; thoughts, concerns,
comments about how Charter is currently written today; we did do some preliminary discussions at the February 26th
meeting and one thing brought up was 3.02(B) about a possible residency requirement for members of Council; right
now it’s read as at the time they file for office they need to reside here; in reviewing those other 6 charters, all but one
had a residency requirement of at least a year; one had a requirement of 2 years; Donahue: you’re saying have a
residency requirement of two years before they could run for council; Stobart: correct; one year in all jurisdictions
except for one had a two year; just a sampling of six; couldn’t tell you for the 100+ jurisdictions in Ohio where they
stand but it appears to be a common trend to have a residency requirement; DeWitt: my only problem with that is we
need a lot of people and we don’t have a lot of people that are willing to run for Council and you start putting chains on
them; one year might be ok; but two years is unreasonable; Obert: personally, I’d like to see somebody that knows our
community be on city council instead of someone moving in and being on city council without knowing what our
community is all about; Bohnlein: I think that’s what an election’s for; if people feel that they needed to be a resident
for more than one year, they don’t vote for them; Stobart: my concern would be that many people vote off of slate
cards; while this is a non-partisan election but we still get those slate cards and a lot of people vote off of that without
really knowing who the candidate is; Donahue: anyone running for council puts something out so you get to know who
they are; if the person wants to get elected they are going to put out their material so people know who they are; I
have no problem with the year but I’d assume that people who are going to run are probably involved in a lot of other
things; school activities; service clubs; I don’t think somebody’s going to get elected unless the words out about what
they’ve done; I think you should be a resident here; I have no problem with a year; but on the other hand, it’s not too
bad to have somebody from another community move in and they have different ideas that worked there; maybe they
were on council in one of those places; I’d be in favor of a one year;
Carpenter: has there been any issues of people coming in just to get elected?; DeWitt: just to get elected, no; Stobart: in
researching this I noticed that in Gahanna’s mayoral election, they actually have a two year, and the person that made
it through the primary and at the general was about two months short of the 2 year and they ran into a quandary
because no one objected to it before the primary; question of law can you actually seat the person or does the city
attorney have to remove or disqualify the mayor if he was actually elected; he lost that election; that person was
actually a previous council member that had moved out of the jurisdiction and back in; I could understand one year as
well; Marion: I think one year is appropriate; Rose: What about if you lived here, moved away but had only been back
for 6 months, and you lived for 30 years before; DeWitt: it’s a cumulative year; Marion: if you’re gone a long time,
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things have changed; it’d be nice to have someone acclimate themselves to the community again; Stobart: one year in
the last 5 years or something like that; I don’t think we’ll have a lot of this situation; Bohnlein: is there anything here
that sets the actually boundaries of the city; is it the city limits or the win-win boundaries; Donahue: it’s the city limits;
win-win is the school district; Rush-Ekelberry: it’s the corporation only; Stobart: the key legal language is the electors of
Canal Winchester and that’s consistent language across all charters; you won’t be able to get elected unless you live
with the electoral boundaries; I think we’re covered pretty good; are we ok if Jesse takes a stab at a sentence
addressing the one year residency requirement?; we can always revisit it at final approval; Group: yes; Shamp: I’ll give
you a couple options and you can pick which one; Carpenter: that means that they couldn’t move out of the district and
still be on council; Donahue: I would think that while you’re on council, you have to live here; Stobart: yes during the
term of their office;
Stobart: 3.03? No comments?; 3.04 Clerk of Council; Donahue: when the clerk of council also is employed by the city
and that person doesn’t do a good job for the city, they might be gone and then they’re gone from your clerk of council;
number of times when we didn’t have a clerk of council; do you let them have another half of the employment with the
city but if you don’t will it cut down on the pool of who would take that job; Carpenter: is the clerk of council full time;
Donahue: could be full time but right now it’s part time; clerk of council works for the council; but in cases where it’s
half time, we have it in here where you can get a job with the city; but then they screw up in that job and then their
gone from both; Obert: why would they still not be clerk of council if they were hired by the council even if they were
fired by the city; Donahue: Amanda, can you answer that; Jackson (clerk): I think it would all depend on how the job
description is written, who they are reporting to; it’s something we struggled with this position currently; Franklin: I
don’t see how that’s right if it’s two different positions unless it’s something derogatory; Marion: I also wondered about
the comment “may be removed without cause by a majority vote of the members of Council”; that seems pretty archaic
that you’re removed without cause; Jackson (clerk): we have a lot of city employees that are at will employees;
Carpenter: State of Ohio is that way; Donahue: for a teacher you to have just cause, an administrator is because;
Marion: so that’s pretty typical that you can be removed without cause; Donahue: yeah; Marion: and that’s because he
or she is not an employee of the city?; they’re an at will employee; Donahue: they can be removed from the city without
cause; Marion: so everybody that works for the city can be removed without cause; Jackson (clerk): not everybody; it
depends on your position;
Carpenter: I think it is two separate things; if the person were to be let go by the city, council would have to decide do
we let that person go because they’re not doing a good job for the council; Donahue: it could go both ways; Marion:
you could just work for the council; Franklin: I agree unless it’s something that has to do with a criminal background or
moral terms, something that would remove you from both positions; Donahue: lot of times the city would need a half
time employee; this person fits the bill, put them in there; you’re probably saving the city money by doing this; position
is supposed to be working for the council; DeWitt: is there enough work for council; would it be 10 hr job; Jackson
(clerk): it’s 20 hours a week; DeWitt: is there 20 hours of work for just council; Jackson (clerk): some weeks yes, some
weeks no; Donahue: council could ask that person to research things for them; Carpenter: it’s probably the average;
Marion: does council have to go along with the termination that the city dictates; Stobart: theoretically no; note that
Nick Franklin had to leave the meeting (7:25 p.m.); other council mayor structures can become problematic; Jackson
(clerk): from a practical standpoint, part of the issue is the day to day oversight of the position; council isn’t a full time
job; person works very independently; not everyone is cut out for that; has caused problems over the years; Stobart:
table it for now; know there’s an issue there; discuss it further at the next meeting;
Rush-Ekelberry: Amanda, who does the clerk of council report to at the city; Jackson (clerk): technically, no one; that’s
where the confusion with the day to day comes into play; duty has fallen to myself, the Finance Director, for many years
even when I’m not technically the person they should be reporting to; that’s part of the reason having this individual
work for council and the city has worked out in some respect because they have that day to day supervision; each
councils’ preference is different; Carpenter: if their other part time job isn’t with the city, do they still have to come into
the city offices; Jackson (clerk): right now that is how the position is structured; they have a desk, city equipment;
treated as a city employee; ultimately up to council if they decided the individual didn’t need to come into the office and
could work from home; Donahue: I just keep seeing this happen where we don’t have a clerk; Marion: so we lose good
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clerks because of that; Carpenter: could we block the clerk from working for the city; Stobart: we could; Jackson (clerk):
they would technically still be a city employee for PERS contributions and the perks of being a city employee; paycheck
would still come from the city; Shamp: just add the word “not” after the word “may”; “Clerk of council may not hold
other office or position of employment in the Municipality”; limit them to the part time clerk of council job; Marion:
then they would report to someone on council; Jackson (clerk): they technically report to someone on council now;
Stobart: two competing concerns; oversight by the council, adequate daily oversight; can you get enough qualified
candidates to work on a part time basis; limiting your employment pool in a small community; Donahue: the person
would report to the president or the president’s designee; president may have a full time job and the vice president or
another member may have the time; whatever is the best working situation; Stobart: they could do that by rules of
council or ordinance or resolution; we don’t need to set that in the charter; Amanda, in your role over the years, are
there any additional duties you can think of; Jackson (clerk): Job description includes more than this; don’t want to get
into too much detail in the charter because things could change based on the council; biggest thing would be
responding to public records requests as they relate to council; Stobart: so would also be the Public Information
Officer?; Jackson (clerk): no, they would handle when someone requests minutes, legislation or anything related to the
council or the clerk of council’s office;
Stobart: who writes the job descriptions; Jackson (clerk): they were written a while ago by an employment attorney
with input from city officials; have an HR Coordinator currently that handles them; Stobart: some charters are very
sparse; ours is lengthy; comparable to several others; is it appropriate to put in the city charter or leave to council to
put in a resolution; Jackson (clerk): each job description has the phrase “other duties as assigned”; could put that in
there; let each council assign those additional duties: Donahue: good idea; each council is different; Shamp: I would
suggest we add towards the bottom “The Clerk of Council shall be subject to the control of the officers of Council and
shall be responsible for duties as assigned by that Council”; Group: That’s good;
Stobart: 3.05 Council meetings; do any former council members have suggestions, recommendations, experiences
where there have been problems with meetings; Donahue: I don’t recall any; always going to have conflicts with work,
people out of town; illness; Marilyn?; Marilyn: No; Bohnlein: As someone who goes to council meetings, limiting the
comments of people before a meeting limits you to asking questions or posing questions that might not be addressed at
the meeting; when something is brought up at the meeting; you have no way to comment during the meeting; you are
allowed to present a topic before the meeting but that’s the last time you hear about it; is that part of the meeting or
council rules decision; or not written in the charter and should be; Donahue: president can recognize anyone at any
time if they deem it appropriate and want to; if you have 50 people in here and 50 more outside that all want to say the
same thing; you have duties to do; president can do that though; Bohnlein: is that written somewhere; Jackson (clerk):
it’s in the council rules; Carpenter: that would be a council decision then; Rush-Ekelberry: a lot of times they would
reiterate over and over; different people saying the same thing; slows down the process of the meeting; Marion: how
does council gauge the levity of that particular issue if you only have 1 person stand up and talk and have 50 people
that feel the same way; how does council get the sense that this is an issue we really need to talk about; RushEkelberry: you know as a council; Carpenter: there’s other forms of communication; people get their point across;
Donahue: there were very few times that someone came up to the podium that I didn’t know what they were going to
say prior to the meeting; they contacted you or other members or the city; you knew; Stobart: the people who are going
up there to speak, it’s just for them to get it off their chest; opportunity for them to share their feelings; that’s what
important about it; we know council has heard it 50 times; it’s important for a citizen to feel they are being heard;
cutting comments off or this place is filled because of fire issues, and have 50 people outside, it’s very upsetting as a
citizen; I just want to be heard; other issue is the emergency legislation that gets passed through; it’ll pop up on the
agenda and you go to speak before you’ve heard anything about it; council will talk about it and then council will vote
on it and you’re left holding the bag never having had the opportunity to address that; a comment period; it’s up to
council to take to heart; maybe in the rules; open up a second comment period for any new business brought up; that’s
a critical piece; DeWitt: most everything they vote on is a resolution and has to be put up there three times so if you
don’t get your point across; except emergencies; Stobart: We have a lot of emergencies; Donahue: most emergency
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resolutions or ordinances voted on aren’t because of the city; people you’re working with; there’s deadlines; didn’t get
it to the city soon enough; if the city doesn’t act on it; city is going to lose out;
Jackson (clerk): I appreciate what you’re saying Mr. Stobart and in theory it sounds fantastic; in practice it’s very
difficult for us to meet timelines even with the three reading process; things go to work session for discussion, two
weeks later to council for first reading, two sometimes three weeks later for second reading, and two weeks later for
third readings; very long timeline; very difficult for us to let things drag out that long; Stobart: I completely agree; it’s
the missed opportunity for the second public comment after the reading; that’s what causes the consternation; I as a
lawyer understand that contracts are on a short deadline and need to be executed; public feels like something is being
slipped by; even if it’s not; Marion: it’s communication; the perception is what matters in life; if you don’t communicate
properly people go off in 100 different directions with what they think happened; communication needs to be better;
Jackson (clerk): as a city administration representative, what can we do to remedy that situation?; Donahue: I think
you’ve already done a lot on the website; people get on and read some things and think it’s the gospel truth and it’s not
even close; Carpenter: there’s all kinds of avenues to communicate; people use it as an excuse; looking at the website,
the Facebook page, the letter from the Mayor with the water bill; there’s more than enough opportunity to be
communicated to; you can communicate to the city too; texts, emails, phone calls, Facebook; communication isn’t an
issue; Marion: I’ve never seen anything explain why you need to have an emergency session of Council; maybe that
needs to be looked at; Jackson (clerk): it’s explained at the council meeting when we go through our discussion of the
ordinance; Donahue: we will always ask why this is an emergency; Stobart: the two things that become problematic are
the people that are there can’t comment; if they are hearing it for the first time why it’s an emergency and they get no
opportunity to comment on it; issue I’m hearing is about being heard; it’s not about the communication but the ability
to react to it; Jackson (clerk): a missing piece to this puzzle is that all legislation goes to Work Session before it goes to
City Council; Work Session is a public meeting so they are able to attend; no public comment during that meeting; but
theoretically if we talk about something in Work Session and you have questions about it, during Council meeting public
comment would be an appropriate time to make that comment; this is a pre-COVID world we are talking about; that
would be their opportunity to speak; it would be at Work Session that they would learn it’s going to be an emergency
piece of legislation; probably not the most ideal opportunity but it is there; Stobart: that’s helpful to know because I
didn’t know that; is that broadcast?; Jackson (clerk): it is; it’s treated the exactly the same way as council; agenda’s
posted; held before council meeting; typically at 6 o’clock and Council is at 7.
Stobart: 3.06 Organization and Rules; Jackson (clerk): does council need to adopt their rules every January; Donahue: I
would say if the rules change; Jackson (clerk): in practice we don’t hold a Rules Committee meeting in January; have
new members that have no history; Donahue: committee isn’t even appointed until that meeting; might just be a
clarification thing; Stobart: as we get new members on, practice today is to just continue on with existing rules; Jackson
(clerk): Exactly; Rules Committee meets at least once a year; typically do it when people have been in position a while
and can understand and give the appropriate feedback; because it’s included in that council organization meeting it
gets confusing especially for someone new; Donahue: we have an organizational meeting; goes into executive session;
vote on who the president and vice president are going to be; everyone lines up for what duties they want; work with
the JRD; different areas; Rules Committee; Shamp: I don’t think this means you have to adopt the rules at the first
meeting just because the title is Council Organization and Rules; first sentence is council has the organizational
meeting; then it goes on to the rules; you can adopt the rules at any time; Jackson (clerk): I read it that way too but
maybe not make them one paragraph; two separate sections; people won’t associate them with one another; Stobart:
3.06a and 3.06b; great comment; your feedback is going to be helpful since you experience this every day;
Stobart: Salaries; Jackson (clerk): salary voting happens the same year as elections; can be a point of contention for
people; they could potentially be voting on their own pay increase if they were re-elected; something to think about;
Stobart: great way to keep salaries in check; DeWitt: all of government works that way; Obert: better they make their
salary before they are elected than after; Marion: I assume salaries are tied to the budget; Jackson (clerk): Not council
and mayor; they set their own salaries and I have to fit them into the budget; Marion: is that they way to do it?;
Donahue: I know there were lean years when people didn’t take raises; Council knows the budget; Marion: You assume
they are responsible; Jackson (clerk): there are some communities that the pay increase doesn’t go into effect until a
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new term for that individual as opposed to them giving themselves a mid-term pay raise; Stobart: that’s what Hilliard
has; Donahue: that makes sense; Shamp: Congress has the luxury that everyone is getting voted in and out every two
years so they can pass a law that applies to all of them; here it depends on when you’re up for election; I’ll look at
Hilliard’s;
Donahue: everything we present and vote on here has to be approved by council anyways; Marion: that’s interesting;
brought that up with the attorney at the first meeting; kind of stupid; Stobart: some jurisdictions it bypasses the
council; we can attempt to amend the charter to bypass the council; still have to approve it to get it on the ballot the
first time for approval by the voters; DeWitt: it has to be voted on by the general public in the end; Stobart: either way
it requires vote by the general public; Marion: you brought up non-partisan election; last year’s election was partisan; is
it something we should talk about in the charter; Stobart: we can; Marion: that’s a wonderful thing about this
community; DeWitt: it already says in here it’s a non-partisan election; Stobart: yeah it is non-partisan; what makes it a
partisan election is what the ballot reflects; if your identified with a party or not; my understanding is that our votes do
not recognize a party; does not prevent a political party from endorsing you; where slate cards come in; Republican and
Democratic slate card comes out; people will say oh they’re republican; but it won’t identify it on the ballot; voters who
don’t pay attention to politics won’t know if they are Democratic or Republican; Bohnlein: had that issue here this year;
Stobart: lot of people assumed it was a partisan election; depends on interpretation of what you did; reaching out to
solicit that endorsement that’s a different story; Shamp: non-partisan is purely related to the ballot; Obert: any city
charter where the public puts the salary out for council; Stobart: that they vote on it?; I’m not aware of any; not saying
it couldn’t be done; every one I read are set by council; some set it up so can vote a pay raise until the next election;
voters are approving pay raise by putting you back in; Shamp: I’ll draft something like Hilliard’s.
Stobart: Council vacancies; discussed this in February; Shamp: have a memo on this; Dublin also filled by majority within
15 days or later; Powell does the same; New Albany does as well; my notes did not reflect what beyond that was our
issue; Stobart: the fear was someone would get elected, serve one day, resign and then someone is in office for 4 years
having never been elected by the public; is there a time limit we can put on; within two years of expired term; in first
two years of term do you require to be held at the next general election; Shamp: Dublin’s say “If the vacancy occurs on
or after July 1st of the second year of the term, the person elected by council serves for the unexpired term.”; “If the
vacancy occurs on or before June 30th of the second year, the person elected serves until a successor is elected at the
next regular municipal election.” So that’d be six months; Stobart: that’s what ours says too; Shamp: Yes; Obert: how
does that person get elected; Donahue: they get interviewed in front of council members, mayor, and so forth; Obert:
so you apply for the job; Donahue: Yes; apply and take resumes; we’ve had council members with health issues; have
passed on; this is nice council can move on and do this to bring someone in; be despicable someone is elected and
moves on within days; Stobart: Heather Bishoff did this in the last election; moved to California days after she got
elected; that’s what tuned me into this; way to maintain a power block; Donahue: that’s a partisan election; people
who run for council run to make it a better community; not on a republican or democratic platform; Shamp: One note;
change “following his election” to “the election”; Rose: so if someone where to quit like that lady; too costly to have
another public vote; that’s why council does it?; Stobart: Council would do it; next municipal election another person
would run for it; we have no primaries, right?; Shamp: Right.
Stobart: Here are a couple handouts to share; two documents – council/manager/strong mayor article and municipal
forms of government overview with commentary; the result of Cleveland Heights charter review; educational in nature;
other forms that are out there in Ohio; on municipal forms of government has a chart in the back; breaks down
different options out there; strong mayor, weak mayor, hybrid, council-manager systems; Jesse will provide a memo on
it as well to supplement this; did it to educate myself; nothing to discuss on that today; charter reviews going on all
over the state; I’ve looked at other charters under review; they share minutes and red-line versions; nice little exercise;
will share links with everyone;

ii. Charter Article IV - Legislative Procedure
Stobart: Anything on section 4.01; No; 4.02; what’s the process if the citizen wanted to introduce a resolution; have to
go through council member?; Jackson (clerk): yes; Stobart: other way would be through an initiative or referendum;
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Shamp: I don’t know that would get it to council; it would be a resolution in form by bringing it to everyone to vote;
wouldn’t do that to get it on council agenda for council to vote on; Stobart: have you seen other charters that would
provide for a citizen to bring forth a resolution for council to vote on?; Shamp: I have not; doesn’t mean you can’t;
under code, statutory communities, only council can bring them; doesn’t mean we couldn’t explore that; I’ll look at it;
Carpenter: if someone had one, could just contact a council member and still get it done; Stobart: on a politically
charged issue could find a council member doesn’t want to step up and sponsor it; Jackson (clerk): as acting clerk, I
don’t know how you’d control that; if public wanted a resolution on the next agenda, am I supposed to do that;
technically I report to Council President; Giesecke: so as it stands today, if public wants council to consider a resolution,
have to get a member of council on board to present it; Jackson (clerk): absolutely; Stobart: could make it acceptable
for citizen to submit a resolution upon approval of council; council votes whether they hear the resolution; then not
looking for sponsorship; all council could vote against it; gets people on record; Donahue: have no idea what that
person has in the back of their mind; could have a personal interest to put something out there; Stobart: sure;
administratively difficulties in it; just bringing it up to discuss;
Stobart: 4.03?; 4.04; Donahue: we would read entire ordinance; then say second reading only or whatever; Stobart: if I
read this correctly, don’t need to do it by emergency unless two thirds of the members agree; Donahue: correct; RushEkelberry: paragraph 4.05 seems redundant; says two thirds but if you have a majority; still goes into law; Donahue:
president asks what is the emergency; you’re given a response why; Stobart: there’s an expectation of three readings;
could have two thirds of the members say we don’t need a second and third reading without declaring an emergency;
going to have to explain to people why you did that; better off declaring an emergency; content of emergency
legislation is so broad; public peace, health safety, or welfare; can slide anything into that; Jackson (clerk): there is a
difference between three readings and the emergency declaration; confusing to council members as well; says each
ordinance should be read by title three times; don’t necessarily have to do that; just because we don’t read it three
times doesn’t mean we are declaring it an emergency; emergency declaration has to do with when it becomes
effective; Shamp: can waive the three readings, pass it, but it still takes the 30 days to become effective;
Shamp: my notes said to look at 4.06; Powell has three categories that cannot be passed as emergency legislation; tax
increases, any appropriation in excess of 25% of the General Fund, all ordinances establishing, amending, revising
zoning classifications, districts, uses, or regulations; Stobart: any interest adding taxation or ordinances changing
zoning classifications; have we had any come through for zoning that were emergencies?; Jackson (clerk): I will look;
zoning changes require a public hearing; Shamp: yes;
Stobart: 4.07; Amanda, from your experience; anything that needs clarification or has caused issues; Jackson (clerk): no,
it’s ok; Stobart: recording legislation; you have a book of record of ordinances in physical form; Jackson (clerk): we do;
also have electronic; it’s a project; not sure where we are at; working on scanning and will have them all electronically;
Stobart: any desire to require them to be accessible electronically;
Stobart: talked about 4.10 Amendment last time; normally requires three readings, on third reading someone could
submit amendment and doesn’t start readings over again; could be first time amendment is read and heard and voted
on; could get lulled in on the first and second reading; have bait and switch pulled on the third reading; it’s a possibility;
Shamp: only security there that the title of the resolution needs to be such that it’s not different; if the title is
substantially different, needs to go through the whole process;
Jackson (clerk): Mr. Stobart, to go back to your question about zoning and declaring an emergency; had one earlier this
year; had a public hearing before it was passed; public hearing in April; wasn’t passed by Council until May; were
multiple opportunities for public input in that situation;
Stobart: Zoning measures? Shamp: New Albany requires Clerk of Council or designee to mail notice of public hearings to
owners within 200 feet of the affected property; Jackson (clerk): we have something in our codifieds that covers that;
Stobart: does our say adjacent; Jackson (clerk): it probably does; it’s different for each zoning issue; when they come up,
I have to look it up for that circumstance;
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Stobart: Adoption of Technical Codes; Donahue: B says that at least two copies of such code shall be kept at all times in
the office of the Clerk of Council; is there an office; Jackson (clerk): yes; we have multiple copies in the building; can find
one in almost everybody’s offices;
Stobart: Codification; Jackson (clerk): those are also available online so anyone can look at them at any point; Donahue:
do you still have to post things in the local paper; Jackson (clerk): yes; Bohnlein: is one of the places of publication out
here on this bulletin board; used to be; Jackson (clerk): all depends on what is required under our codified ordinances
and what is required under Open Meetings; try to post out there when feasible; depends on how busy we are; most
posting is done electronically these days; how people are getting their information; Stobart: 4.14 requires publication
three places in the corporation for a period of not less than 15 days after adoption and any other means the council
may adopt in addition to those; has council adopted any revisions to posting; electronic posting for example; Jackson
(clerk): No, they don’t require it; Bohnlein: would be good to put it in there; Stobart: would be good if they haven’t
adopted it; if that’s where most get their information; should be posted electronically on the city’s website; have we
considered getting an app; Jackson (clerk): we have a mobile friendly version of our website;
Stobart: anything else we want to talk about on 3 and 4 today; any new business to bring up before we set the next
meeting agenda; Rush-Ekelberry: what would you like us to start on; Stobart: focus on structure; if we want to explore
new structures; sections 3, 4, and 5 are the key sections; that would be the topic to start with next week; 5 covers the
mayor; start the discussion on his elections and qualifications; in the same position as council member; probably
looking at a residency requirement would be of interest to me at least; powers, functions and duties that would be a big
one; Jesse, would you have it for the next meeting or not; Jesse: so much of every decision you can make is based on if
you want to change the structure; once you do that, everything after runs down hill; Stobart: I’ll send out the other
charters electronically; moment in time to have that education; see what’s out there; possibilities are there; google it
too; pros and cons to all of them; Bohnlein: are all the charters you have strong mayors; Stobart: no, three are strong
mayor; three are council-manager of some sort; really eye opening to me; lot of discussions of benefits and trends of
municipalities moving away from certain scenarios; don’t want to influence anyone; bring your thoughts to the next
one; Bohnlein: are they leaning for strong mayors; Stobart: most are moving to council-manager or counciladministrator systems; thoughts on it both ways;
Shamp: City manager, ceremonial mayor which is head of council; you can do it anyway you want under a charter;
Stobart: under Ohio Revised Code, mayor has certain functions; some presidents of council act as mayor; could be
ceremonial; could be for purposes of controlling sheriff’s department or any judicial proceedings; comes down to what
gives the citizens most control; in most situations give the control to the mayor and everyone’s hands off; try to work
through the council; other cases council has the power and control; mayor is ministerial in nature; city administrator
runs day to day operation of town; they serve at the pleasure of council; personnel do not; DeWitt; my problem with
city manager is electors have no voice in who it is; he doesn’t answer to me the voter; when he’s hired, if I don’t like
what he’s doing, I can’t get a recall petition up because he’s hired; want to think that through pretty thoroughly;
Stobart: My opinion is it’s actually the opposite; you have more control with city manager; he or she needs to keep the
populous happy; serving at the will of council members; council members can hire or fire that person at any time; when
elect a mayor, they are in for four years; DeWitt: you have ways you can remove any one that is elected; if that bad;
recall petitions; go to council meetings and let them have it; I have to know more;
Jackson (clerk): difference between the two; City Manager reports to Council; City Administrator reports to the Mayor;
Donahue: be interesting to look at the longevity of those; how long do they stay; move a lot to get better pay;
interesting to see how budgets are affected; on the other hand, studies all these things; well versed; mayor could not
have a clue about anything when elected; pluses and minuses to both; Pat made a good point; Stobart: my theory on
city managers is they are professionals and have to meet qualification requirements that council sets;
Rush-Ekelberry: perhaps we ought to do just 5 Mayor because with everything we need to read up on could take a
great deal of time; I’m thinking 5 is very important; it’s up to the commission; just do article 5 or take on more?;
Donahue: 5 would be fine with me; Rush-Ekelberry: I think 5 would be enough for us to handle; Stobart: Administrative
Offices should probably be done separately; Carpenter: is the charter only reviewed every 10 years; Stobart: yes; can
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you make amendments to the charter though; can’t remember if we have it in ours; Carpenter: if we want a change the
change is good for 10 years; or if it stays the same, it stays the same for 10 years; Rush-Ekelberry: these are
recommendations; council gets the final say; Donahue: And the people; Jackson (clerk): we are only doing article 5 at
next week’s meeting, correct?; Stobart: Correct; could have an opportunity to bring in someone who has been an
administrator or a city manager; get their impression; Carpenter: we are going to? I don’t think we need to; Stobart:
might be a benefit; Donahue: could bring in a city manager who is good and really sell us or bring one that isn’t so good
and does a bad presentation; don’t know if we need that; Stobart: absolutely true.

G. Adjournment @ 8:32 p.m.
A motion was made by Bohnlein to adjourn, seconded by RushEkelberry. The motion carried with the following vote:
Yes 10 – Bohnlein, Rush-Ekelberry, Carpenter, DeWitt, Donahue,
Giesecke, Marion, Obert, Stobart
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